Be Your Own Detective: Three Productive Ways to Revisit Your Hospitality Business Strategy

As we endeavor to pivot and shift our businesses amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, here are three productive ways to revisit your business strategy and reconnect to your mission and vision. We invite you to be your own detective, and ask these important questions to reestablish the hospitality experience you are delivering. This proven process will reveal areas for immediate improvement, provide informed direction, and help your operation to emerge from these challenging times even stronger.

the process

| RE-CLARIFY YOUR CONCEPT |
| RE-EVALUATE WHAT DATA IS MOST IMPORTANT |
| RE-DEFINE YOUR STRATEGY |
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RE-CLARIFY YOUR CONCEPT

- HOW IS YOUR BUSINESS VIEWED BY YOUR COMMUNITY?
  - To get a sense of this: Call five people you trust and ask them how they would describe your business concept or build a short survey to share on Facebook to hear from customers.

- DO THESE VIEWS REFLECT WHAT YOU THINK YOUR CURRENT BUSINESS CONCEPT IS?

- WHAT SURPRISED YOU? ANYTHING YOU WANT TO CHANGE ABOUT HOW YOU’RE VIEWED?

- WHAT IS THE ONE THING (EX. FLAVOR, DISH, SAUCE, TEXTURE, STORY) YOUR GUESTS RECEIVE FROM YOUR BUSINESS THAT THEY CANNOT GET ANYWHERE ELSE?
  - Hint: The answer is not customer service.

FIND WHAT DATA IS MOST IMPORTANT

- WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU SPOKE WITH YOUR VENDORS?
  - Hint: They can help find the best available products for your business. No matter who you buy from, there is no harm in asking for better products or pricing.

- WHAT IS THE PER SERVING/PLATE COST OF YOUR 5 MOST POPULAR ITEMS?
  - How to find this out:
    1. Pull out receipts/invoices/statements from your most recent ingredient purchases
    2. Pull out/Jot down the recipes of the 5 most popular items
    3. Divide the total cost of the purchased products by its units (pounds, cups, etc.)
    4. Write the cost per unit of each ingredient on your recipes and multiply by the units used

REDEFINE YOUR STRATEGY

- WHAT IS YOUR JOB DESCRIPTION, AS AN OWNER?
  - Try this: Write it out as if you were about to hire someone to lead your business OR have someone you trust write it for you and see if you agree.

- WHAT ROLES ARE NEEDED WITH THE TEAM YOU HAVE? HOW WILL THESE NEED TO CHANGE AS YOU SHIFT YOUR OPERATIONS TO ADAPT TO THE CRISIS?
  - Try this:
    1. Write down the name of each role you currently have on a separate sheet of paper
    2. Add a few bullet points about what that position does within your business
    3. See if there are any tasks that multiple people do or any critical tasks that only you seem to remember or that you always have to remind people to do
    4. Compare roles to determine if you will need to retrain on any duties or if you could cross-train certain employees to take on the duties of two positions